The problem addressed here is to derive the approximation of the phase velocity function for wave propagation through a stack of elastic layers. The approximation takes into account multiple scattering in a finely layered medium and depends on a limited number of parameters.
INTRODUCTION
The effect of multiple scattering in finely layered sediments is of importance for stratigraphic interpretation, matching of well log data with seismic data, and seismic modeling. This problem was first studied in the now classical paper by O'Doherty and Anstey ͑1971͒ and was further investigated by Shapiro and Treitel ͑1997͒. In this paper, I derive a new approximation for the phase velocity in an effective medium which depends on three parameters only and show how it depends on the strength of the reflection coefficients. The approximation is tested on real well log data and shows very good performance.
PROPAGATION THROUGH A STACK OF LAYERS
The transmission and reflection responses of a normal-incident plane wave from a stack of N layers are given by the following expressions ͑Stovas and Arntsen, 2006͒:
where r k are reflection coefficients; the cumulated phases are
with d j and V j as thickness and velocity in the layer j, respectively; and the reflection coefficient correlation function is
The exponential factors in the denominators for the transmission and reflection response are the phase delays for the direct wave. The product function in the transmission response gives the direct transmission loss, and the sum function in the reflection response corresponds to contributions from the primary reflections ͑first-order term͒ and interbedded multiples ͑higher-order terms͒.
The phase velocity is given by
where D is the total thickness of the stack, and V TA = D/ N is the time-average velocity. The velocity in the zero-frequency limit is given by ͑Stovas and Arntsen, 2006͒ 
WEAK-CONTRAST APPROXIMATION
The weak-contrast approximation means that we neglect the higher-order terms in the scattering function ⌽,
This function can be expanded into a Taylor series:
with coefficients
which can be considered as correlation moments for the reflection coefficient series.
To approximate equation 6, we use
where N = N / is the total one-way propagation time, and parameter ␣ will be explained later. The form of approximation ͑equation 7͒ has been chosen because of the exponential nature of the reflection coefficient correlation moments ͑O'Doherty and Anstey, 1971͒, and the term N n is introduced simply to preserve the dimension for u n .
Substituting expression 7 into equation 5, I obtain
, in weak-contrast approximation, is reduced to
where u 0 is considered as the zero-order auto-correlation moment for the reflection coefficient series
and ␣ is the parameter in the correlation moment approximation. For practical use, I need a limited number of terms M in equation 11. The zero-frequency limit from equation 3 is given by
Substituting this limit into equation 9, we obtain
Parameter ␤ Յ 0, therefore, describes the relation between the two limits,
and function S͑͒ can be interpreted as the normalized relative change in the phase slowness:
͑16͒
The phase velocity approximation is described by three parameters only:
1͒ one-way propagation time N through the stack of layers 2͒ parameter ␤, which is the ratio of two important limits: lowand high-frequency velocity limits 3͒ parameter ␣, which describes the structure of the stack.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
For numerical application, I use 140 m of real well log data sampled in 0.125-m increments ͑Figure 1͒. This interval corresponds to the Tilje formation from the North Sea. In Figure 2 , I show how to compute parameters for the approximation ͑equation 7͒. Here, the one-way traveltime N = 0.0323 s, ␤ = − 0.04, and ␣ = 0.03468. In particular, it means that the time-average velocity is only 4% higher than the zero-frequency limit. The results of using this approximation with the limited number of terms ͑M = 3, 7, 11, and 15͒ in equation 8 are shown in Figure 3 . The exact phase velocity function is obtained from the transmission response computed by the matrix propagator method ͑Stovas and Arntsen, 2006͒. One can see that with an increase of M, the quality of approximation increases with frequency.
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CONCLUSIONS
I derive a new approximation for the phase velocity in a finely layered medium which depends on three parameters only. Two of these parameters ͑␣ and ␤͒ are supposed to remain constant for a given formation, and the third one, N , is the time thickness of the formation. The suggested phase velocity approximation is derived using the weak-contrast approximation, and its quality depends on the strength of the reflection coefficient series for a given formation. The number of terms in the approximation depends on the frequency range for the estimated phase velocity function. This approximation, tested on real data, shows a good fit with the exact dispersion curve. Figure 1 . Elastic parameters and reflection coefficients for the Tilje formation; r = reflection coefficient ͑dimensionless͒, = density ͑g/cm 3 ͒, and V p = P-wave velocity ͑m/s͒. Phase velocity approximation T59
